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BILATERAL AGR_EEMENT
BETWEEN

NAMIK KEMAL [JNT!,ERSITY
AND

BIFA,BALTIK CotJNTRIEs INT.
EDUCATION FLJ^{DATION ACADEltytY" IN LATVIA
Prof. Livia YANKOVSKA the President of.. Baltic Countries Iııt. Education.Fundation
Acadeıny and Prof. Dr. Osman Şimşek, the Rector of Namık Kemal University,

Tekirdağ, Turkey, with the objective of promoting cooperation in the fields of education
and acadeınic research, agree to conclude the following agreanent on acadeınic
exchange.

Article

1

Both parties agree to promote the following activities so as to enhance their
educational and academic research in the necessary fields:

(l) Activities such as

collaborative research, lectures,
symposiums, etc., and the exchange of researchers pertaining
thereto;
(2) Development of mufuallybeneficial acadeınic progranmes and corırses;

(3) Exchange of information and materials in those fields, which are
interest to both parties;
(4) Excharıge ofundergraduate and graduate students;
(5) Possible

Article

pülications of scientific papers.

2

Specific matters pertaining to the implementation of the exchanges based
on this agreement shall be negotiated and agreed upon between both
parties considered in each specific case and may be stipulated in writing as
memorandums complementary to this agreement.

of

Article 3

This agreement shall become effective on the date of its signing by

the

representatives of both parties and shall be in force for one year.

Article 4
This agreement is subject to revisions by mutual writteır consent.

Article

5

Either party may, by giving six months'written notice to the other pa|ty,
terminİte the ağreeİnğnt. Hbwever, the termination of this.agıeemenJ shall not
affect the implernentation of the collaborative activities established under it prior to
such termination.

Article

6

In the absence of aııy such early termination, the renewal of this agreeınent shall be
discussed by the two parties not less than 6 months prior to the nafural

termination of the current agreement.

Article 7
This agreement is to be executed in English and each university shall retain a
copy.
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